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ABSTRACT
If models consist of more and more objects, time and space
required to process these models becomes an issue. To solve
this we can employ different existing frameworks that use
different model representations (e.g. trees in XMI or relational data with CDO). Based on the observation that these
frameworks reach different performance measures for different operations and different model characteristics, we rise
the question if and how different model representations can
be combined to mitigate performance issues of individual
representations.
In this paper, we analyze different techniques to represent references, which are one important aspect to process
large models efficiently. We present the persistence framework EMF-Fragments, which combines the representation of
references as source-object contained sets of target-objects
(e.g. in XMI) within the representation as relations similar
to those in relational databases (e.g. with CDO). We also
present a performance evaluation for both representations
and discuss the use of both representations in three applications: models for source-code repositories, scientific data,
and geo-spatial data.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

In regular MDE, where models are small, the performance
(time and space consumption) of most operations is neglectable. In BigMDE, where models can grow arbitrarily,
performance becomes more and more important. To build
BigMDE applications that scale with the size of large metamodel based models (or meta-model based data-sets in general), we have to understand how models are represented
and processed by the frameworks we use to implement these
applications.
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Meta-modeling (i.e. the use of meta-models and their instances) is always abstract and never real. To actually work
with models, we always have to use other technological spaces 1 . To work with a model in a computer program, we map
meta-models to Java classes and interfaces (programming);
to exchange models we map meta-models to XML-schemas
(XML); to persist large models, we map meta-models onto
relations in an SQL-database (relational databases). While
all technological spaces basically allow us the same operations, they do not guarantee the same performance for the
same operation. To realize efficient processing of large models it is important to understand how models are represented
with the respective technological spaces and how these different representations effect the performance of certain operations. In this paper, we focus on three technological spaces
that are relevant for persisting, accessing, and manipulating
large models. These are: (1) databases that we use to persist
large amounts of structured data, (2) programming that we
use to process models within computer programs, and (3)
XML for serializing models or parts of models.
We can distinguish different modeling aspects that can
be represented in different ways. There are at least two
aspects with a heavy influence on the performance of processing large models: object organization and reference representation.
Organization of objects: Meta-model based models comprise objects connected through references2 . Objects can be
organized either as larger model fragments (e.g. like XMI
files or EMF resources) or they are organized as individual
objects that can be accessed and stored independently of
other objects (e.g. in relational databases via CDO).
Reference representation: References can either be repre1

The term technological space refers to a set of methods,
languages, and tools based on a single theoretic background
that distinguishes it from other technological spaces. The
initially most discussed technological spaces are probably
model-ware (i.e. meta-modeling) and grammar-ware [33].
The former based on object-oriented data models and their
instance semantics, the later based on grammars as in formal
language theory. In this paper, we use the following terms
to refer to respective technological spaces: meta-modeling,
XML, databases (with specializations relational databases
and key-value stores), programming, and grammar-ware.
2
Please do not confuse this with the EMF Ecore metamodeling concept EReference which is used to model references (i.e. one end of an association). Thus an EReference
defines a set of possible references, like each EClass defines
a set of possible objects. In some publications references
are referred to as links. But this term lacks the inherent
direction of references.

sented as sets of target objects that are maintained as part
of the source object (e.g. in XMI or in EMF’s in memory
representation) or as independent relations (e.g. in relational databases via CDO). As we will see later, both fragments/individual objects and part of source/relations can
have contradictory performance properties.
In [25], we analyzed the different realizations of the first
aspect object organization. We compared individual object
organization in relational databases (CDO [1]) and document databases (Morsa [19]) with the organization as fragments (our framework EMF-Fragments3 ) We could verify
our assumption that fragments perform well for traversing
models (i.e. the whole model or at least large parts of the
containment hierarchy have to be loaded eventually), and
that individual objects work better for executing queries (i.e.
accessing small specific parts of the model).
In this paper, we want to focus on the second aspect reference representation. In [25], we observed that part of source
does not scale with the number of referenced objects, because all references are stored (and have to be completely
loaded) as part of the source object. Others [19, 4] have
observed that relations on the other hand require complex
and expensive database operations (e.g. joins) when models
are accessed.
Our hypotheses is that we can combine both representations to allow clients to choose different representations for
different associations. Ideally, we only have to bear the performance burden of relations, if the scalability issues of part
of source references demand it. We present our framework
EMF-Fragments that has been extended to support part of
source references and relations similar to those in relational
databases. We show some measurement results and discuss
the possible influence based on three example applications.
We only address the possibility to make static choices
based on the expected nature of associations (meta-model
level). We do not yet consider the possibility to use different representations for the same association based on the actual number of references that are required with-in concrete
models (model level). Also we only address performance and
scalability issues in this paper. All the presented representations can also imply other important properties (e.g. the
ability for safe transactions) that have to be considered for
real applications.
The paper is organized as follows: In the next section 2,
we introduce the two mentioned reference representations
in more detail. The following section 3 will describe our
framework. Section 4 provides the performance measures.
This is followed by related work in 5 and the discussion of
applications in 6. We conclude the paper with summary and
suggestions for future work in 7.

2.

TWO REPRESENTATIONS OF REFERENCES

In this section, we explain the two introduced reference
representations in more detail. First, we introduce the notion of a values-set. As a common abstraction, we denote
the set of all target objects that are referenced from a single
source object with respect to the same association end (e.g.
EResource in EMF) a value-set. We discuss the performance
3

EMF-Fragments transparently fragments models along
their containment-tree based on client annotations in the
meta-model.

of both representations with a focus on scalability (small vs.
large value-sets), navigating individual references (accessing a value-set), and scanning through large sets of references (iterate value-sets). We consider both model query
and traversal operations, where a query is used to access individual model elements, and traversal means to access all
model elements eventually. Even though many factors influence the performance of these operations, we roughly assume
that scalability is essential for both query and traversal operations, while fast navigation of individual references are
important to queries and iterating value-sets is required for
fast traversal.

2.1

Part of source

Both EMF’s in memory Java object based representation
of models and XMI’s tree-based representation are based on
part of source references. Java objects that represent model
objects refer to associated objects via different list implementations that represent corresponding value-sets. Accessing the next object while iterating a value-sets has constant
complexity. Accessing individual objects in a value-set in
this representation, requires to iterate through the whole
value-set and to evaluate a predicate on each entry. Accessing individual objects therefore has linear complexity
depending on value-set size. Accessing the first object or
an object at a specific position (if value-sets are realized as
lists) has constant complexity. In XMI, objects in value-sets
are either represented as child-nodes of the source object
(containment references) or as a list of URIs that refer to
the corresponding target object. To manipulate a value-set
the whole value-set has to be loaded (and stored afterwards).
Loading and saving has at least linear complexity in valueset size.
Access, load, and save perform linear and can present serious performance issues if value-sets are large. Since objects
can only be loaded and represented in computer memory
as a whole (i.e. including value-sets), large value-sets also
present a threat to the limited heap memory. In summary
part of source fails for very large value-sets, but has good
performance for small value-sets, especially when iterating
value-sets (model traversal).

2.2

Relations

In relational databases, entries of different tables (e.g. representation of model objects) can be related to each other,
via additional tables where each entry represents a reference
between a source object and a target object. Source and target objects are usually identified via unique IDs. In theory
this table oriented style of data organization is based on relational algebra. Therefore, we refer to tables (slightly incorrectly4 ) also as relations. Object relational mappings map
classes to relations and associations to more relations. Relations can be accessed via target ID or manual implemented
predicates: usually frameworks like CDO allow this via custom SQL-queries, which requires an in-depth understanding
of the ORM and requires to circumvent its transparency.
Implementing predicates purely with the EMF-API usually
ends in iterating the value-sets. Relations can also be resembled with similar properties by non relational databases
4
These tables can conceptually also be seen as persisted
hash-maps. But keep in mind that most databases organize these tables in some form of balanced tree that usually
only provides logarithmic (and not constant) access times.

metamodel

(see 5 and 3).
To navigate individual references or even all references
complex join operations have to be performed. The actual
complexity depends on concrete database design and ORMmapping (e.g. use of indexes). But we can assume it is
above constant and ideally less than linear. Therefore, simple queries in large relations can be fast compared to queries
in part of source representations. But this might require to
leave EMF’s API and use SQL on the mapped model data.
Iterating value-sets is comparatively slow. There are no scalability issues for large value-sets, even though we have to assume at least logarithmic complexity for accessing individual
references.

3.

EMF-FRAGMENTS

In this section, we present EMF-Fragments; a framework
that implements both introduced reference representations.
We originally developed EMF-Fragments as a framework
that realizes fragments for large models in contrast to the
other existing persisting frameworks that to our knowledge
exclusively rely on individual objects. Since fragments allow
us to organize the same model in different ways, we choose
to allow clients to describe the desired fragmentation on a
meta-level to control performance (and other) characteristics on the model-level. EMF-Fragments uses regular EMF
resources to (de-)serialize fragments as XMI (or in EMF’s
less verbose binary format). Therefore, the original version
of EMF-Fragments did only provide part of source reference
representation with all the described limitations.
We first describe the general architecture, the data stores
EMF-Fragments can use, and how it realizes fragments before we finally explain relations and how it can be combined
with part of source. We close this section discussing the
limits of EMF-Fragments.

3.1

Architecture

Figure 2 shows the general architecture of our framework.
From the client’s perspective models are maintained via the
regular EMF-API that comprises ResourceSet, Resource,
and EOBject. Here, the whole model is logically contained
in a single resource. Clients only access the model via proxy
objects that delegate all functionality through an EStore.
The original EStore-API intent is to separate EMF’s generated API from the actual model representation (e.g. in a
database). Instead of hiding a completely different model
representation behind the EStore, we hide an internal also
EMF-based representation of the model consisting of ResourceSet,Resources and EObjects. But here, one model is
organized as a set of several resources that we call fragments.
This design allows us to transparently realize fragmentation
without any efforts on client side.

3.2

regular containment

Data stores

EMF-Fragments relies on a key-value store. The term
key-value store denotes an abstraction for data stores that
allow logarithmic access to a large table of byte-array keys
and values. Additionally key-value stores might be sorted,
which yields constant scan complexity (accessing the next
entry). Typical implementations are file-systems (file URI
and content, not sorted), big-table databases (e.g. Apaches
HBase, sorted), or document oriented databases (e.g. MongoDB, can be sorted via indexes [21]). EMF-Fragments uses
these stores in different ways. Foremost to store fragments:

part of source fragmentation

relation based fragmentation

0 ➡
1 ➡
Figure 1: Schematic visualization of regular containment, fragments, and relations.
where URI’s are used as keys and XMI or binary serialization
as values (see 3.3). But composing keys from several parts
also allows us to put several key-value tables into one store.
We use this to realize relations (see 3.4) and to maintain
dynamic references (see 3.5).

3.3

Fragments

Fragmentation is controlled by clients through annotations in the meta-model. Clients can mark containment
references as fragmenting. This information is used by EMFFragments to automatically fragment a model along its containment hierarchy. Our EStore implementation intercepts
client initiated changes to value-sets and thus can create and
remove fragments when the value-set of an fragmenting reference is changed. Each value in such a value-set becomes
the root object (with respect to the containment hierarchy)
of its own fragment. Each fragment is issued an unique ID
that identifies it within a data store. The fragments URI
is a composition of the model URI and the fragment ID.
Objects within a fragment can be identified via EMF’s URI
fragments (also called intrinsic IDs [29]). The middle of Figure 1 depicts fragments as boxes with dotted lines.

3.4

Relations

EMF-Fragments as described before only provides part of
source references. To deal with large value-sets, clients can
mark references as relations. EMF-Fragments then replaces
EMF’s build-in value-set implementations (different descendants of EList) with an implementation that refers to a
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Figure 2: Basic EMF-Fragments architecture.
relation in the data store instead of holding values itself.
Each relation is a sub-table of the model’s data store table
(see 3.2). Relations are identified by the owning object’s
URI and the corresponding meta-model feature. Internally
all EMF value-sets are lists (i.e. EList). We use an objects
position in these lists as keys for objects in relations. Values
are either URIs to the targeted object (for non containment
references) or the object itself (for containment references).
The bottom of Figure 1 shows a relation for containment
references.

3.5

Issues and Limitations

There are three conceptual issues and performance limitations that we want to discuss. First, EMF-Fragments’
relations are not really relations as in relational databases.
In relational databases source and target objects are related
more directly. We, on the other hand, only relate a single
source object with a indexed set of target-objects. But the
point is that our realization of relations probably provides
similar performance properties, especially when compared
to part of source references (compare with section 4).
Secondly, non-containment references are stored as URI’s
that refer to the referenced object. Since URI’s that use intrinsic IDs depend on an objects position in the containmenthierarchy, the URI for each incoming reference has to be
changed when an object is moved. To avoid this, we use
unique IDs to identify referenced objects. These IDs are
maintained using the model’s data store table. This bloats
the table considerably and slows access times.
Thirdly, one has to be careful when using operations on
value-sets within EMF. Depending on the properties defined
in the corresponding EReference, EMF runs several implicit
operations on value-sets. For example, if we add a value to
a unique value-set (EMF’s default on EReferences), EMF
first checks if the value is already contained in that set.
This means EMF iterates through the whole value-set before adding the value. This can be devastating for very large

value-sets in general, and with relation backed value-sets in
particular (compare with 4).

4.

EVALUATION

In this section, we want to compare the introduced reference representations based on performance. Since, we do
this to provide a clear basis for decision making, all measurements where performed on synthetic models with clear
properties and not on actual case study data. A comparison
of our framework with CDO and Morsa (see also section 5)
based on actual models can be found here [25]. Since, we
implemented all representations within the same framework,
we get comparable results that are not distorted due to unrelated properties of individual frameworks (e.g. CDO executes everything within transactions, EMF-fragments does
not). All measurements were performed with EMF-Fragments, MongoDB 2.2.3, Eclipse 3.7, on a 8-core Intel(R)
Xeon(R) 3.30 GHz computer with 8 GB of RAM running 64bit Ubuntu Linux 12.04.1 LTS. All measures were repeated
23 times: the displayed results are averages. All measurements were done with a synthetic model consisting of only
two objects that play the role of source and target object.
Here, the only target object is referred to multiple times to
realize arbitrary large value-sets (corresponding to a single
non-unique Ecore reference5 ).
We conducted two measurements for three different implementations of references for value-sets of increasing size (1
to 106 ). The results are shown in Figure 3. First, we measured the execution time of accessing a single value from
a value-set (squares). Secondly, we measured the execution time of iterating through the whole value-set (triangles). The first implementation is the default EMF part
of source realization for references. The execution includes
loading the model from an EMF binary resource into memory and the actual value-set access/iteration. The second
5
The value-set becomes a multi-set that can contain the
same value several times.
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Figure 3: Execution times of traversal and access of value-sets with different sizes using part of source,
relations, and relations with scans representation.
implementation, is our relation based representation of references (see 3.4), where we access the corresponding database
table (MongoDB collection with index) once for each value.
The third implementation also realizes relations , but here
we scan the corresponding database table during iteration
of the value-set.
We can observe three things from the results. First, with
part of source even accessing a single value requires more
time when the value-set grows. Secondly, relations are slow
to iterate when values are accessed individually. Thirdly, the
execution time of scanning a relation based value-set has the
same magnitude as iterating a part of source relation, but it
is still considerably (a factor of 5) slower.
We can conclude two things. First, one has to choose
very carefully, because the possible performance gains and
losses are large when value-sets are large. Secondly, for part
of source value-sets with about 100 to 1000 objects the difference between accessing a single element or iterating the
whole value-set is not that big. In other words, significant
performance gains can only be expected for value-sets with
more than these 100 to 1000 objects. We originally expected
that for much smaller value-sets.

5.

RELATED WORK

There are several frameworks for persisting large models
based on different data stores. The most mature frameworks
are based on relational databases and object relational mappings (ORM). These frameworks realize individual object organization and represent references with relations. Both
CDO [1] and Teneo [2] are established parts of the EMF
ecosystem. ORM based persistence has the described performance issues, but provides safe transactions (ACID properties) and arbitrary large value-sets.
With NoSql becoming more and more popular in the last
years, the first persistence techniques for non relational databases are researched. Morsa [19, 20] uses the document
oriented database MongoDB [21] to persist individual objects as documents. Objects are serialized as JSON strings.

References are therefore represented as part of source. Individual objects storage within Morsa imposes performance
issues similar to ORM based systems, in addition to the scalability issues implied by part of source reference representation. With multiple caching mechanisms however, Morsa
provides better performance than ORM systems for some
applications, especially when value-sets are small.
In [4] persistence of models in graph-databases is evaluated. Graph databases are based on the paradigm of indexfree adjacency. Therefore do not require expensive join operations when models are navigated. Otherwise, models are
mapped onto graph-databases with individual objects organization and a native (index-free) representation of references. Unfortunately no strong conclusions can be drawn
from the measurement results in [4], because only measurements for models with arbitrary characteristics (the Grabats
2009 contest [3]) are provided.6
Within the big data community, lots of research (e.g. [30,
6, 11, 5]) is done to transfer relational database/SQL concepts to the popular peer-to-peer based big data processing
systems (e.g. hadoop [31]). The use of SQL like languages
and relational data representation could allow us to also facilitate ORM mappings on these kinds of database systems
(e.g. use Hive [30]) too. But there is no work to our knowledge yet.
Most key-value stores or similar databases (multi row/column, document-oriented, big-table, etc.) provide slightly
more structured organization of data than a plain key-value
6

The Grabats 2009 contest [3] models and tasks (used
to evaluate Morsa, graph databases, and EMF-Fragments
in [19, 4, 25]) as a benchmark only allows us to see which
framework is faster, but we cannot see why. All the used
models have different (quasi random) internal structure.
Even though they have different sizes they do not provide
linear ramp-ups for characteristics like model-size, connectivity, containment-hierarchy depth, etc. Therefore, we cannot deduct whether a persistence framework runs certain
operations in logarithmic, linear, or exponential time/space
depending on what model characteristics.

table. Databases like HBase, Cassandra, Amazons Dynamo,
etc [16, 17, 9] allow us to distribute values into multiple cells
and provide secondary indexes (indexes on cell values) and
respective access functionality. These systems could be used
to provide more efficient representation of references as relations.
Unrelated to persistence, but to human comprehension of
complex models, techniques have been developed to extract
sub-models from large models that cover individual semantic
aspects of that large model [7, 15].

6.

APPLICATIONS

In this section, we briefly introduce three applications for
large meta-model based data-sets and discuss model representations with respect to each application. One is a typical
software engineering application, the other two applications
examplify the use of MDE methods for other domains. In
the introduction, we used the notion of connecting different
technological spaces to provide methods from other spaces
to software modeling. E.g. we use the data persistence capabilities of relational databases to store large software models.
On the other side, we can also connect technical spaces to
bring the advantages of software modeling to other domains.
E.g. provide textual and graphical notations or expressive
transformation languages (software modeling) to structured
data processing (databases) in general and to the following
use-cases in particular.

6.1

Model-based Mining Source Repositories

The first application that we look at, applies softwaremodeling methods (meta-modeling, model-transformations)
to the mining of source repositories (MSR) [14]. Here we
construct a large model that comprises a detailed AST-level
model of all revisions of a software code repository. Based
on such a model, one can employ model transformations and
model query techniques to achieve MSR goals. Typical MSR
goals are (1) identification and prediction of bugs [32], (2)
finding API usage patterns [18, 8], or (3) visualization of
implicit code dependencies [34]7 .
We build a small framework [23] based on JGit (a Java
API for using Git repositories), MoDisco (an EMF-based
framework for reverse engineering Java code), and our own
EMF-Fragments to create repository models. In the future
we want to use EMF-compare (or comparable frameworks)
to analyze differences between revisions. The top of Figure 4 shows parts of the used meta-model. It combines
concepts for Git repositories with Java AST classes. The
bottom part of Figure 4 depicts an example repository with
two branches (white and red) and respective revisions (boxes
with round corners), a Java package (octagon), and several
Java classes (A-D) in different revisions. In our current implementation, the model comprises all changed compilation
units for each revision. References within the Java model
(e.g. declaration-usage) reference objects within the the
same revision (if the referenced object is part of a compilation unit that was changed in the current revision) or to
object from an older revision (the revision where the containing compilation unit was updated last).
7
Pieces of code that have been added or changed at the same
time are likely to depend on each other. This allows to find
dependencies that are invisible to static analysis methods.
Also known as market basket analysis [14], e.g. people who
bought . . . also bought . . . .

The resulting models of source repositories become very
large, compared to the size of the original Git repositories.
The two reasons are: (1) the model contains whole compilation units and not just the changed parts and (2) ASTs are
a far less space efficient representation of code. Models are
about 400 times as big as the original code repositories (measured in bytes required to store both representations). For
example, the Git repository for EMF itself is about 50 MB.
The model of this repository requires about 20 GB (using
MongoDB with serialized binary resources). This increase
of a couple of hundred times fits the prediction in [14].
Among others the source-repository meta-model contains
two (kinds of) associations that potentially produce very
large value-sets. The first association is those between an
repository and each revision. A repository contains many
revisions that users might want to access individually (e.g.
over 8.500 in EMF’s Git repository). The second kind of
association is those between declarations and entities that
use declarations, e.g. packages and imports or methods and
method call, etc. The later kind of association can produce value-sets of vastly different and hardly predictable
sizes. A local method might only be accessed a couple of
times, java.lang.Object#toString() is accessed a lot, and
since packages are hold on a per repository and not on a
per revision basis, a single package might be imported from
compilation units in all revisions. If we combine multiple
repositories that use the same APIs, value-sets might get
even larger. The majority of associations however will only
produce small value-sets. Child/parent relations between
revisions or the containment of statements in blocks are examples.
In Figure 4, we use stereotype notation to mark those association ends that we want to cause fragmentation and that
we want to be realized with relations. The default behavior
is regular containment and part of source references. This
meta-model shows that their might by associations within
the same meta-model that should be realized differently. It
also shows that it might be very difficult to decide. Especially, when we cannot predict how large all the value-sets
for an associations will become, or we already know that one
association will cause both small and large value-sets. This
also shows, that switching representations at runtime might
be worth investigating. In the future, we want to use this
application as a vehicle to evaluate the influence of different
model representations on the performance of model transformations that realize complex aggregations and queries
within large models (e.g. realize certain MSR algorithms).

6.2

Sensor data

In [26], we introduced the framework Clickwatch that can
obtain and manage scientific data from wireless sensor networks (WSN). Clickwatch represents WSNs, as hierarchical
EMF models comprising networks, sensor nodes, and individual sensors. In these models sensors are associated with
large sets of sensor readings. Depending on sample rate, a
sensor collects several 100 readings per seconds. Considering that data is obtained within experiments that last for
days, weeks, or even months, value-sets with more than 106
are very common [22]. We use WSNs for a series of applications reaching from earthquake early warning [10] to traffic
surveillance [24].
We currently use this as a case study to expand our relation based representation of references from value-sets to
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Figure 4: Excepts from metamodels and example models for source code repositories.
value-maps to associate source objects (e.g. sensors) with
target objects (e.g. sensor readings) based on a key (e.g.
timestamps) that can be used to access individual values or
value ranges. In [27], we compared the performance influence of individual object and fragment organization for this
specific use-case.

6.3

CityGML models

CityGML [12, 28] is an XML-based standard for 3D geospatial models of cities. These models can become particularly large, when they comprise the data of large cities [22].
These models present an interesting case-study for two reasons. First, they are an example for a large collection of
XML-based standards and data. What we can show for
CityGML should hold for a many other XML-based datasets. Secondly, CityGML models contain geo-spatial data.
Respective applications can only be realized efficiently, if objects can be accessed efficiently based on their geo-spatial location. This requires the use of proprietary indexes (e.g. Rtrees [13]). If we want to use meta-modeling (e.g. EMF) beyond software modeling, we need to show that we can cover
such specialties within an abstraction like Ecore. Therefore,
we want to use this to show that we can also incorporate
proprietary indexes to realize associations.

7.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we examined two different representations
of references (part of source and relations) and how they
can influence the performance of applications that involve
large models. From a measurement based evaluation, we
can conclude that choosing the one or the other representation can have a large influence depending on the number of
referenced target-objects. However, we must also conclude
that we cannot always decide at a meta-model level (i.e. at

development time), how large the these sets of referenced
objects will be. Furthermore, there are cases, where a single
association cause small and large sets of target-objects for
different source-objects. We also saw, that the size of those
value-sets where the representation starts to have a significant influence is about 100 to 1000 objects. Thus, the choice
might not be that important for some BigMDE applications.
In the future, we want to explore the possibility to change
the representation of a model at runtime. Thus switches between individual object and fragments organization and part
of source and relation based references at runtime. This also
has to include switching between fragment sizes at runtime
and allowing double representation of references (i.e. maintain both part of source value-sets and relations) where appropriate. Here model dynamics become more important,
decisions have to be made based on usage patterns, and
costs for reorganizing model representations have to be considered.
In general, we think that the BigMDE community would
gain from better benchmarks. We made the observation
that many publications in this new field use models from the
Grabats 2009 contest [3]. It is good to have this possibility
to compare different approaches based on real models. But
we also need a set of synthetic models and specific task that
allow us to separate different concerns. We can only make
specific predictions, if we can recreate the specific scenarios
that might arise in a BigMDE application.
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